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Abstract— Massive Internet of Things (mIoT) is an important
use case of 5G. The main challenge for mIoT is the huge
amount of uplink traffic as it dramatically overloads the radio
access network (RAN). To mitigate this shortcoming, a new
RAN technology has been suggested, where small cells are
used for interconnecting different devices to the network. The
use of small cells will alleviate congestion at the RAN, reduce
the end-to-end (E2E) delay, and increase the link capacity for
communications. In this paper, we devise three solutions for
deploying and interconnecting small cells that would handle mIoT
traffic. A realistic physical model is considered in these solutions.
The physical model is based on a composite fading channel
that captures path loss, fast fading, shadowing, and interference
to derive the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio. The three
solutions consider two conflicting objectives, namely the cost
and the E2E delay for deploying and backhauling small cells.
The first solution minimizes the cost while the second reduces
the E2E delay. The third solution uses bargaining game theory
for reducing both the cost and the E2E delay. The proposed
solutions are evaluated through simulations. The obtained results
demonstrate the efficiency of each solution in achieving its design
goals.
Index Terms— Relay node placement, wireless sensor network,
connectivity, SINR model.

I. I NTRODUCTION
OWADAYS, massive Internet of Things (mIoT) and
Machine Type Communications (MTC) technologies
have been gaining a lot of ground due to the tremendous number of applications where they can be applied. These applications are for example intelligent transportation services, smart
cities and industrial monitoring systems. Recent studies claim
that by 2020 more than 50 billions of MTC devices would
be connected to the network for serving these applications.
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Thereby, mIoT and MTC technologies are one of the important
use-cases that should be enabled by the next fifth generation
mobile networks. Indeed, the communications in 5G mobile
networks are classified into three main categories namely
[1]: i) mMTC (massive Machine Type Communications); ii)
eMBB (enhanced Mobile Broad Band); iii) URLLC (Ultra
Reliable and Low latency Communications).
The deployment of high number of MTC devices will create
a high overhead on the cellular mobile network, which can
be an obstacle facing 5G mobile network for achieving its
objectives. Indeed, these MTC devices would create massive
signaling overhead at different Evolved Packet System (EPS),
i.e. at the Radio Access Network (RAN) and the Core Network
(CN), due to the huge amount of data/control traffic generated
by different MTC devices. From another perspective, most
of the MTC devices are powered-on using only constrained
power supply that limits their communication capabilities.
Each device is unable to communicate with a far away basestation (i.e., eNodeB). Thanks to the new RAN technology,
where small (nano and pico) cells would be used, the use of
mIoT and MTC technologies can be enabled in 5G mobile
networks. The operators will deploy a set of small cells
(i.e., Hubs), where each one ensures the communication for
a limited number of users and MTC devices. Therefore,
the signaling in the network will be mitigated, as well as
the MTC devices will be attached to the closest Hubs, which
extends their lifetime.
In this paper, we are interested in the optimal positioning of
different Hubs for interconnecting MTC devices with respect
to low cost and end-to-end delay. The first objective, low
cost, aims at reducing the price related to deploying Hub
nodes along with the used communication technology. The
end-to-end delay refers to the delay between the MTC devices
and the anchor, through the Hub nodes. As depicted in Fig. 1,
a realistic scenario is considered in this paper, where each
of the Hubs has limited candidate positions to be placed [2].
We give also more flexibility for interconnecting the placed
Hubs using different communication technologies for reducing the cost and the end-to-end delay. While different
wired or wireless technologies can be used to interconnect Hub
nodes together or with anchor nodes, only wireless technology
could be used to connect MTC devices to the network via a
Hub/anchor node. In order to model the wireless link between
an MTC device and a Hub/anchor node, we consider a realistic
physical model that takes into account all the impacts of
propagation on the transmitted signal. The physical model is
based on a composite fading channel that captures path loss,

Fig. 1.

Envisioned architecture.

fast fading, shadowing and interference to derive the signal-tointerference-plus-noise ratio (SINR). The cumulative density
function (CDF) of the latter is calculated and used to determine
the outage probability –for every communication links and
in each directions– as a function of the receiver’s sensitivity
threshold. The outage probability is then used to calculate the
end-to-end delay between MTC devices with different Hubs
positions. In this paper besides the reduction of the costs
(i.e, cost of Hubs and the interconnecting technologies),
we take also into account the reduction of end-to-end delay.
The achieved results demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed solutions in terms of cost, end-to-end delay and and
network life time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. An overview
on the literature of the small cells network backhauling (Hubs
interconnection) is provided in Section II. The problem formulation and the envisioned architecture have been presented
in Section III, followed by the description of the proposed
solutions in Section IV. Section V provides the simulation
results of different solutions. Finally, Section VI concludes
the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
This section focuses on the review of existing works for
small cells network backhauling that has attracted high attention during the last years. Authors in [3] have proposed two
solutions for ensuring reliable and low cost backhaul network
for existing small cells. Both solutions assume that the small
cells are already existing and try to interconnect them to the
root node (macro cell). These solutions are based on minimum
spanning tree (MST) and the shortest path (TSP) for designing
reliable backhaul infrastructure at low costs. Both solutions
are fully based on 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi wireless technology band
and aim primarily at choosing aggregator nodes that satisfy
mesh topology characteristics. The use of mesh topology is
to ensure the network reliability. Unfortunately, the proposed
solutions did not investigate the impact of other wireless linking alternatives, whose characteristics may impact the chosen
design and could enhance its cost-efficiency. A new framework
has been proposed in [4] for backhauling the small cells
networks by exploring the carrier aggregation of mmWave
and conventional frequency bands. In the proposed framework,
the small cells are backhauled using fiber optic broadband

and wireless communications by allocating their frequency
resources via aggregated bands. The optimization problem was
formulated as a matching game problem. A solution that solves
this problem has been proposed for guaranteeing the stability
and the required QoS. The proposed approach gives practical
recommendations for designing small cells wireless backhaul,
especially for cases where some of the small cells already have
access to operator broadband services. The main limitation in
their proposed solution is the cost optimization procedure that
focused on bands selection for the same linking technology
family (mmWave and sub-6 GHz bands), rather than making
selection among a set of wireless technologies.
Authors in [5] proposed practical methods for small cell
backhaul planning. In this paper two scenarios were considered: In the first use-case, they have considered only fiber
optic broadband, whereas in the second use-case multiplecommunications technologies were considered. For the first
scenario, two methods for finding a cost-efficient links with a
tree and ring topology, respectively, have been considered. For
heterogeneous multi-technology backhaul networks, a mixed
integer linear programming problem was proposed. This problem was not solved and was only approached by heuristics
based on fiber-only solutions. Authors in [6] have studied
the minimum cost cell planning problem in a heterogeneous
network. Then, a solution has been proposed for interconnecting different users to the small cells, relays and macro
cells while ensuring their requirements with minimal cost.
In the proposed solution only the communications between the
users, and different cells have been considered. Moreover, only
one wireless communication technology has been used in this
solution, whereby the interferences effect has been ignored.
Authors in [7] have considered the problem of wireless backhauling for interconnecting different devices in the network.
The authors assume that a macro cell consists of one macro
cell base-station, a set of small cells base-stations and a set
of gateways. The different gateways are interconnected using
FTTC (Fibre-to-the-Curb) technologies. The small cells are
interconnected through multi-hops connection to the gateways.
The authors, besides analyzing the capacity of 5G ultradense network, propose a new algorithm, named MAN, that
interconnects the small cells to different gateways.
All the works previously mentioned assume that the small
cells and Hubs are already deployed in the network. Then, they

want to build an efficient small cell backhaul planning for
interconnecting the different small cells to the root nodes
(macro cells). In contrast to these works, some works in the literature have considered the placement of small cells and Hubs
in the network. Authors in [8] have investigated the problem
for finding the optimal number of small cells for enabling
5G ultra-dense cellular networks regarding backhaul capacity.
The proposed framework uses Monte Carlo simulations for
finding the optimal number of small cells that should be
deployed in the network. The proposed framework focused on
finding the optimal number of small cells rather than designing
their connections.
Most of the aforementioned works have only taking into
account the techniques for backhauling already deployed small
cells, but did not consider the deployment of new small
cells. The works that tackled small cells placements problems
did not consider the interconnection of these cells to the
macro cell base-station using different wired and wireless
communications technologies. Most of these works do not take
into account network features, such as traffic, bandwidth and
delay, when interconnecting different Hubs to the anchors.
Moreover, the wireless interferences generated by different
MTC devices are not considered in these works. In addition,
these works did not take into account the cost of the links
for interconnecting different small cells. In order to overcome
the limitations of these works, we have proposed in this
paper, a new framework that considers i) the deployment
of both small cells and Hubs, and ii) the interconnections
between them in a unified manner. The small cells and Hubs
can be deployed in a limited set of positions. The proposed
framework considers the interferences generated by different
MTC devices, as well as the cost of links for interconnecting
the different Hubs to the anchors. This framework consists of
three different solutions that deploy and interconnect Hubs to
the anchors using multiple communication technologies. These
solutions aim at minimizing the cost by deploying the lowest
number of Hubs using communication technologies with the
cheapest prices, as well as minimizing the data latency when
forwarding the data from MTC devices to the anchor nodes
by using high quality links between different nodes.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION AND N ETWORK M ODEL
A. Envisioned Architecture
As depicted in Fig. 1, we consider an area that contains
a set of MTC devices, S which have been already deployed
by different users. We denote the set of candidate positions
by Y, where the Hubs can be placed. We denote by A the set
of existing eNodeBs in the network that are directly connected
to the core network (CN) operator. A will serve as data anchors
for ensuring the Internet connection to different MTC devices.
In the network, we should have at least one anchor node
(|A| = 1). In Fig. 1(a), the blue circles represent the
possible positions of Hubs, whereas the red dots represent the
MTC devices. In Fig. 1(b), the added nodes which are in
cyan color represent the Hubs. As we have mentioned in the
introduction, the MTC devices in S can be far away from
the anchor nodes. In order to interconnect S to A, this paper

suggests three solutions that augment the network by putting
extra Hubs, called H, in Y.
As depicted in Fig. 1(b), a set of Hubs would be placed
and interconnected using different technologies that ensure the
required quality of services (QoS) with the lowest cost. Note
that the Hubs operate in half duplex mode. In this paper, we do
not take into account the network reliability, therefore each
MTC device s ∈ S would be connected to the Internet using
only one anchor node A ∈ A. Formally, s can be directly
connected to A or via multi-hops path by using a set of
Hubs from H. Each Hub in H is responsible for forwarding
the data from a subset of S, as well as for forwarding the
commands/requests from the data anchors A to these devices.
We denote by Ps,A the path that connects the MTC device
s ∈ S to the anchor node A ∈ A. Ps,A is constituted with
a set of Hubs H ⊆ H. For each u ∈ Ps,A : i) we denote
by Suc(u) ∈ Ps,A (the successor of u), the u’s one step
neighbor towards A; ii) While, we denote by P re(u) ∈ Ps,A
(the predecessor of u), the u’s one step neighbor towards s.
MTC devices are designed to forward the generated data
to dedicated servers, while they receive the commands and
requests from those servers. Each Hub u will receive the data
from P re(u), which can be an MTC device or another Hub
node, and transmit the received data to its successor Suc(u).
Each Hub node r ∈ Ps,A keeps forwarding the data until it is
received by the anchor A. The latter will forward the revived
data to the dedicated servers. Moreover, the Hub node u
receives the commands/requests from its Suc(u) and forwards
them to its P re(u) until their received by s.
While the MTC devices use only one wireless communication technology, such as LTE high frequency (i.e., 1.9 GHz −
2.6 GHz), to connect to the Hubs H or anchors A, H can
use multiple wired and wireless communication technologies
to interconnect among themselves or to A. Let L denote
the set of communication technologies that can be used for
interconnecting different Hubs and anchor nodes. L includes
both technologies wired and wireless communications.
Each communication technology  ∈ L is characterized by a
specified link capacity, communication range, end-to-end delay
and cost that can be varied according to the positions of Hubs
and anchor nodes. Table I summaries the different notations
used in this paper. As mentioned in Table I, according to the
Hub’s candidate position i ∈ Y and another Hub’s candidate
position or an anchor node j ∈ Y ∪ A, we define the following parameters for the communication technology : i) Γi,j
denotes the cost of deploying the technology  between i and j.
While the cost of wired communication is varied according to
the positions of i and j, the wireless communication does
not have any cost. For a wireless communication  ∈ L,
Γi,j equals to 0. Meanwhile, for the wired communication,
the longer the distance between i and j is, the higher the

denotes the link capacity between i and
cost becomes; ii) πi,j
j using technology ; iii) ρi,j denotes the end-to-end delay
between i and j using technology  ∈ L. Actually, each Hub
node i ∈ H has a traffic load generated by: i) its attached
MTC devices, and/or ii) the received messages from its predecessors Hubs. In contrast to the user devices, the uplink data
traffic in MTC devices is more important than the downlink

TABLE I
S UMMARY OF N OTATIONS

data traffic. For a simple request or command a huge data
would be generated and forwarded from these devices to the
dedicated servers. For this reason, the proposed solutions are
focusing on how to enhance the QoE of uplink data traffic
with the lowest cost.
The problem herein, in the paper, consists of finding
the optimal deployment strategy of Hub nodes in Y for
interconnecting the MTC devices to the anchor nodes. The
placed Hubs ensure bidirectional communication between the
MTC devices S and the anchor nodes A by conveying the
traffic generated at the MTC devices to the anchor nodes
and vice versa. A constrained Hubs placement problem is
considered, where the possible positions at which the Hubs
can be placed are limited. Note that the number of possible
deployment positions Y is larger than the number of Hubs H
that will be eventually introduced in the network. The optimal
choice of Hub nodes positions should satisfy several objectives
including: Firstly, a good QoS should be ensured by offering
reliable communication link between the MTC devices and
the anchor nodes. Secondly, we aim to interconnect the
MTC devices to the Hubs that have a good link in order
to prevent the re-transmissions, and thus extend the network
lifetime. Thirdly, the number of deployed Hubs should be minimized and the cheapest communication technologies should
be used in order to reduce as much as possible the solution
cost. In order to further enhance the communication reliability,
an automatic repeat request (ARQ) scheme is considered for
forwarding the information. The ARQ scheme allows resending a packet until successful reception or a maximum
number of re-transmissions M is reached. We assume that
each MTC device s ∈ S has a transmission power Ps .

the wired technologies include Optical-Ethernet1, OpticalEthernet2, and Optical-Ethernet3. Note that for the wired
technologies exact values of their characteristics such as the
link capacity, the delay and the communication range can
be found in the literature. Therefore, this section will focus
only on the modeling of the wireless link connecting an
MTC device to an anchor/Hub node.
Let us denote by u the transmitting node (the MTC device),
and by v the receiving node (the Hub/anchor node). The
channel gain between these two nodes is referred to as αu,v .
This channel gain αu,v takes into account the shadowing
effect, the fast fading and the path loss. The channel gain
αu,v can be expressed as [9]

αu,v = fu,v csu,v d−η
(1)
u,v ,
where c is a constant, du,v is the distance between the node u
and the node v, su,v is the shadow-fading factor which follows
a log-normal distribution, and the symbol β denotes the path
loss exponent. The fast fading is captured by fu,v which
has a Nakagami block-fading distribution, where fu,v remains
constant over one block1 but changes independently from one
block to another. The overall distribution of the channel gain
αu,v is the product of two random variables: i) a first random
variable capturing the shadowing and following a log-normal
distribution and ii) a second random variable accounting for
the fast fading and following a Nakagami distribution.
In the proposed model, we take into consideration the
interference from the other MTC devices in the environment
on the receiving node v. The fading coefficient from node t
to node v is referred to as αt,v . The received signal at a
destination node, v, can be expressed as

B. Communication Model
In the network under investigation, the MTC devices can be
connected to the anchor node directly or via one or several Hub
nodes. The communication between the MTC device and other
nodes in the network (either an anchor node or a Hub node)
uses only wireless technology. On the other hand Hub nodes
are interconnected together and with the anchor node using
either wireless or wired technologies. These wireless technologies include microwave, 802.11n and 802.11ac, while

yv = αu,v

t
=u,v


Pu xu +
αt,v Pt xt + nv ,

(2)

t∈N

where Pu and Pt are the transmission powers at node u
and at node t, respectively, and N is the set of all the
transmitting nodes in the network. The symbols transmitted by
node u and node t are referred to as xu and xt , respectively.
1A

block corresponds to the time duration necessary to send one packet.

The term nv is a zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise
with variance N0 .
It is worth mentioning that in our channel model, we take
into account all the physical phenomena that occur for a
signal transmitted over the wireless channel. More specifically,
we consider the impact of fast fading, path loss and shadowing
on the desired signal and the interreference signal. These
facts result in a realistic physical model that can capture the
behavior of real world wireless channels.
On the other hand, we model the fast fading and shadowing
using generic and well-accepted models in the literature.
In particular, we assume a Nakagami distribution and a lognormal distribution for the fast fading and the shadowing,
respectively. Note that both distributions are well-accepted
in the literature and have been shown to fit real world
measurements for the wireless channel in various scenarios.
The Nakagami distribution is quite generic and includes the
Rayleigh and Rice distributions as special cases. In the literature, most authors consider much simpler fading channels
to obtain closed-form expressions for various performance
metrics, such as the outage probability.
We denote by γu,v the instantaneous received signal-tonoise ratio for the link (u, v), whereas γt,v stands for the
instantaneous interference-to-noise ratio from interferer t.
These two ratios can be written as
γu,v = Pu α2u,v /N0

(3)

γt,v =

(4)

Pt α2t,v /N0 .

The desired signal and the interfering signal experience both
a composite log-normal shadowing and Nakagami fast fading.
The expression of the PDF of γu,v and γt,v can be expressed
as [10]

 ∞ m m−1
 mγ 
10/ ln(10)
m γ
pγu,v (γ) =
exp −
× √
m
Ω Γ(m)
Ω
2πσ 2 Ω
0
exp −

(10 log10 Ω − μ)2
2σ 2

dΩ, (5)

where m stands for the Nakagami shape factor, Ω refers to
the received power, μ is the average received power, and
σ represents the shadow standard deviation which has a typical
value of 8 dB. The average received signal-to-noise ratio at
node v can be expressed as
μu,v =

Pu
N0

d0
du,v

η

,

(6)

where d0 represents a reference distance typically set to√
1 m.
Using the change of variable x = (10 log10 (Ω) − μ)/ 2σ,
we obtain



exp −x2
mm γ m−1 ∞
mγ
√
exp −
dx,
pγu,v (γ) =
Φu,v (x) (Φu,v (x))m
Γ(m) π −∞
(7)
√

where Φu,v (x) = 10( 2σx−μu,v )/10 . Utilizing the HermiteGauss quadrature integration, we can compute efficiently the

integral in (7) as
pγu,v (γ) =

N
mm γ m−1 
mγ
√
wi exp −
Γ(m) π i=1
Φu,v (xi )

×

1
, (8)
(Φu,v (xi ))m

where xi (i = 1, . . . , N ) are the zeros of the N th-order
Hermite polynomial and wi are weight factors tabulated in
[11, Table 25.10]. The PDF pγu,v (γ) of γu,v can be obtained
from (8) by substituting m, μ, σ with mu,v , μu,v , σu,v . Similarly, the PDF pγt,v (γ) of γt,v can be obtained from (8) by
substituting m, μ, σ with mt,v , μt,v , σt,v .
In our physical model, the effects of path loss, shadowing,
and fast fading are taken into account. The instantaneous
received SINR at node v can be determined as [10]
SINRu,v =

Pu α2u,v
γu,v
=
.
t=u,v
t=u,v
2
N0 + t∈N Pk αw,j
1 + t∈N γt,v

(9)

Theorem 1: ∀u ∈ S and ∀v ∈ Y ∪ A, v fails to receive
correctly a packet transmitted from u if SINRu,v falls below a
threshold γth , i.e. SINRu,v < γth . This event is known as an
outage event and occurs with a probability, Pu,v , which can
be expressed as

L
N
N
N
N
N



 wi
wn
wn  
l
√ −
√
√
Pu,v =
···
π n=1 π i =1 i =1
π
n=1
i =1
1

m
L 
P

βl,j (−1)j 
l=1 j=1



Γ m,

(j − 1)!

2

L

l=1

λp (Φl )j (θp )j−1

p=1

mγth (Φl θp +1)
Φu,v (xn )



.
(10)
Γ(m)
Proof: See Appendix.

To the best of our knowledge, the expression of the outage
probability in Theorem 1 constitutes a novel result that was
not derived in the literature before. From (10), we can conclude
that the outage probability Pu,v increases proportionally with
the receiver’s sensitivity threshold γth . In fact, the second
term in the right hand side of (10) decreases with γth . The
receiver’s sensitivity threshold γth indicates the threshold that
the SINR should exceed so that the packet is successfully
received. As the sensitivity threshold of the receiver increases,
its ability to detect weak signals decreases. The larger the
receiver’s sensitivity threshold is, the lower the probability of
successful packet reception becomes.
C. Delay Model
This section is devoted to the delay analysis of
MTC systems. The MTC devices in the network are equipped
with a buffer to store the packets before their transmission. The
use of buffers improves the control of packet flow and reduces
the network congestion. As mentioned in Section III-A,
the MTC device u can attach to v (i.e, an anchor node or Hub
node). The packets are generated at the MTC devices according to a Poisson distribution with a rate λu . For the packets
received at v, the arrival of these packets follows a Poisson
distribution with a rate λu . This section focus on the analyses

[λ ]

of the average sojourn time in the buffer denoted as Du,vu
and the average waiting time for a data packet referred to
[λ ]
as Wu,uu .
[λ ]
The average waiting time Wu,vu in the buffer of u for a
data packet is the average time spent by a packet in the buffer
of u which begins from the generation of that packet at the
buffer of u until the start of its transmission. Note that the
successful reception of a packet at the destination v occurs
after a random number of retransmissions. To quantify the
delay associated with the retransmission events, we measure
[λ ]
the average sojourn time Du,vu of a packet in the buffer
of u, which is defined as the average time elapsed from
the generation of the packet until its successful reception at
the next destination node v. The packet’s sojourn time in the
buffer can be evaluated using the Pollaczek-Khinchin equation
as [12]
[λu ]
[λu ]
= Wu,v
+ E(Tu,v )TF ,
Du,v

(11)

where TF is the time required for a single transmission of a
given packet and E(Tu,v ) is the average number of retransmissions for the packets sent from u to v. For the ARQ scheme,
the packet is retransmitted until successful reception at the
receiver v or a maximum number of retransmissions M is
reached. In case of reception failure after M retransmissions
the packet is discarded. The number of retransmissions Tu,v
varies randomly according to the conditions of the fading
channel between the nodes u and v. The average number of
retransmissions E(Tu,v ) can be expressed as [13]
E(Tu,v ) = 1 +
=

M−1


P (F 1 , . . . , F m ) = 1 +

m=1
M−1


(Pu,v )m

m=1

(Pu,v )m =

m=0

M−1


M

1 − (Pu,v )
1 − Pu,v

,

(12)

where P (F 1 , . . . , F m ) is the probability of a reception failure
at the 1, . . . , mth retransmissions. In our channel model,
we consider a block-fading channel where the channel remains
constant over one retransmission but changes independently
from one ARQ round to another. At each ARQ round the
channel realization is an output of a random generator.
Note that these channel realizations are independent and
identically distributed. This implies that the SINRs at different retransmissions are independent and have the same
distributions. Consequently, the event of reception failure at
each step are independent and have equal probabilities, thus
P (F 1 , . . . , F m ) = (Px,y )m . Using (12), we can conclude that
the average number of retransmissions E(Tu,v ) increases as the
outage probability Pu,v and the value of M increase.
[λ ]
The average waiting time Wu,vu for a data packet can be
obtained as [12]
[λu ]
=
Wu,v

2
λu E(Tu,v
)TF2
TF
+
,
2(1 − ρ)
2

(13)

where ρ is a parameter which should satisfy the following
stability condition
ρ = λu E(Tx,y )TF < 1.

(14)

2
) represents the second-order moment of the
The term E(Tu,v
number of retransmissions Tu,v and can be expressed as [13]
2
E(Tu,v
)=1+

M−1


(2m + 1)P (F 1 , . . . , F m ).

(15)

m=1

Using [14, eq. (0.113)] and the equality P (F 1 , . . . , F m ) =
2
)
(Pu,v )m , we can further simplify the expression of E(Tu,v
as
2
)
E(Tu,v

= 1+

M−1


(2m + 1) (Pu,v )

m

m=1

=

M−1


m

(2m + 1) (Pu,v )

m=0

M

1 − (2M − 1) (Pu,v )
=
1 − Pu,v

+



2Pu,v 1 − (Pu,v )M−1
(1 − Pu,v )

2

.

(16)

From (16), it can be concluded that the second-moment
2
) of the number of retransmissions increases as the
E(Tu,v
outage probability and M increase. Using (13), it can be
[λ]
clearly seen that the average waiting time Wu,v is proportional
2
to the second-moment E(Tu,v ). Similarly, it can be deduced
[λ ]
from (11) that the sojourn time Du,vu is proportional to both
2
the first-moment, E(Tu,v ), and the second-moment, E(Tu,v
),
of the number of retransmissions. Since both E(Tu,v ) and
2
E(Tu,v
) increase proportionally with the outage probability
[λ ]
and M , consequently a larger average sojourn time Du,vu and
[λu ]
a longer average waiting time Wu,v are experienced by the
packets as the outage probability Pu,v and the value of M
increases.
IV. E FFICIENT H UBS P LACEMENT A LGORITHMS
FOR I NTERCONNECTING MTC D EVICES
In this section, we present three Hubs placement solutions
for interconnecting different MTC devices to the anchor
nodes. For getting optimal configurations, the three solutions
have formalized through linear integer programming. While
these solutions mainly target the problem of constrained
Hubs deployment, the linear integer programming of each
of them differ from each other. In the first solution, dubbed
Cost efficient Hubs deployment for connecting MTC devices
(C-MTC), the objective is to minimize the cost by deploying
lower number of Hubs and using cheaper communication
technologies, while the second solution, dubbed Delay aware
Hubs deployment for connecting MTC devices (D-MTC), aims
at reducing the end-to-end delay. While the two first solutions
take into consideration solely one objective independently of
the other, the third solution, dubbed Fair Hubs deployment
for efficient MTC applications (F-MTC), aims at finding,
using bargaining game, a fair trade-off between the cost
and end-to-end delay when placing Hubs and interconnecting
MTC devices to the anchor nodes. The following paragraph
defines the different variables used in the three solutions.
Each wireless communication has limited communication
range, which makes the number of successors/predecessors of
Hub or MTC devices very limited. In order to lightweight
the complexity of the proposed solutions, we aim at reducing the search space by limiting the number of variables.

As mentioned in table I, we denote by β  (i) (i’s neighbors)
the set of Y ∪ A (anchors or Hub’s positions) that can be
selected as successors/predecessors of the node i when the
technology  is used. Formally, β  (i) is defined as the set of
nodes that fall within a specified distance to i. In addition to L,

and ρi,j aforementioned in section III-A, we defined
Γi,j , πi,j
the following variables: 1) Ψi that is a real variable that
represents the amount of data traffic that should be aggregated
and forwarded by a Hub node i ∈ Y; 2) Πi is a real
variable that represents the link capacity required by a Hub
node i ∈ Y to handle the amount of received traffic without
creating network congestion. A congestion may occur in the
network if Πi < Ψi ; 3) For each MTC device i ∈ S and
a Hub or anchor node j ∈ Y ∪ A, we define Yi,j , which is
a Boolean decision variable. Yi,j equals to 1 if the node i is
attached to the anchor j. Otherwise, it equals to 0. 4) For each
communication technology , and Hub position i ∈ Y and

, which is a Boolean
its neighbor j ∈ β  (i), we define Xi,j

decision variable. Xi,j equals to 1 if the node i selects the
node j as successor using technology . Otherwise, it equals
to 0. 5) Ti is a real variable that represents the end-to-end delay
of a node i ∈ Y ∪ A; 6) For each (i, j) ∈ (Y ∪ A)2 and  ∈ L,

we define Fi,j
, which is an integer variable that introduces the
notion of flow in order to force the optimization function to
ensure the end-to-end connectivity between X and A without
creating any cycle; 7) ∀i ∈ Y : Zi is a Boolean decision
variable equals to 1 if a Hub node is deployed in the location
i ∈ Y. Otherwise, it equals to 0. If a location i is empty,
then Ψi = 0, Πi = 0 and Ti = 0. Moreover, for each

j ∈ β  (i),  ∈ L, we have Xi,j
= 0 iff Zi = 0. Formally,

= 0).
Zi = 0 ⇔ (Ψi = 0 ∧ Πi = 0 ∧ Ti = 0 ∧ Xi,j
A. C-MTC: Cost Efficient Hubs Deployment for Connecting
MTC Devices
In this subsection, we describe C-MTC that aims at minimizing the Hubs’ deployment cost. Basically, the cost would
be minimized by reducing both the number of Hubs and the
cost of the communication technologies used for interconnecting the Hubs to A. The C-MTC is formulated as follows:
⎞
⎛
 

 ⎠
(17)
min ⎝
ι × Zi +
Γi,j × Xi,j
i∈Y

S.t, ∀i ∈ S :

i∈Y ∈L j∈η  (i)



Yi,j = 1

(18)

j∈Y∪A

∀i ∈ Y :

 


Xi,j
≤ Zi

(19)

∈L j∈η  (i)

∀i ∈ Y : Ψi =



Yj,i × λj +

∀i ∈ Y : Πi =




Xj,i
× Ψj

∈L j∈η  (i)∩Y

j∈S

 



(20)

Xi,j

×


πi,j

(21)

∈L j∈η  (i)

∀i ∈ Y : Ψi ≤ Πi .
 


Yi,j +
Fi,j
= |S|.
i∈S j∈A

i∈Y ∈L j∈A

(22)
(23)

∀i ∈ Y :

 


Fi,j
=

∈L j∈η  (i)



Yj,i +

 


Fj,i
.

∈L j∈η  (i)

j∈S

∀i ∈ Y, ∀ ∈ L, ∀j ∈ β (i) : 0 ≤



Fi,j

(24)

≤ |S| × Xi,j
.
(25)

∀i ∈ S, ∀j ∈ A :

[λ ]
Yi,j × Di,ji
[λ ]
Yj,i × Dj,ij

≤ Ti .

∀i ∈ Y, ∀j ∈ S :
 
+
ρi,k Xi,k ≤ Ti .
k∈η  (i)

(26)

(27)

∈L


∀i ∈ Y, ∀j ∈ β  (i) ∩ Y, ∀ ∈ L : Tj × Xj,i
 

+
ρi,k × Xi,k ≤ Ti .

(28)

 ∈L k∈η  (i)

∀i ∈ S ∪ Y : Ti ≤ ζD .

(29)

The objective function (17) allows minimizing the cost for
interconnecting MTC
 devices to A. The cost, herein, is divided
ι × Zi , which represents the cost of
in two parts: i)
i∈Y
  

Γi,j × Xi,j
, which
the Hubs’ deployment; ii)
i∈Y ∈L j∈η  (i)

represents the cost of the communication technologies used
for interconnecting different Hubs in the network. Meanwhile,
the constraints are used to ensure the following conditions:
Constraint (18) ensures that each MTC device should be
assigned only to one access point, which can be a Hub or an
anchor node. Constraint (19) ensures that each candidate
position i ∈ Y which participate in forwarding the traffic is
considered as a Hub node. Moreover, it ensures also that i
should select only one successor using different technologies.
Constraints (20), (21) and (22) allow preventing congestion
in the network. In constraint (20), we compute the amount of
be forwarded to its
traffic Ψi handled by a Hub i and should 
Yj,i ×λj , which
successor. It consists of two main parts: i)
j∈S

represents the amount of
by the MTC devices
traffic
generated

attached to i, and ii)
Xj,i
× Ψj , which denotes
∈L j∈η  (i)∩Y

the sum of traffic forwarded by i’s predecessors (pre(i)). The
amount of link capacity between the Hub i and its successor
is represented by constraint (21). Whereas, constraint (22)
specifies that the handled traffic by i should be lower than the
link capacity between it and its successor. These constraints
will force the optimization function to select the adequate
technology that carries all the traffic without creating any
congestion in the network.
As to the constraints (23), (24) and (25), they ensure
the network connectivity of each MTC device to an anchor
node. To this end, each MTC device mimics packet flow
by generating only one packet that will be routed from the
MTC devices to the anchor nodes, which in turn forwards the
same number of received packets from its predecessors. The
mimicked flow should be forwarded within the constructed
topology (i.e. each node sends the flow to its successor only).
While constraint (23) ensures that the number of packets
received by Y equals to the number of MTC devices S in the
network, constraint (24) guarantees that each Hub forwards the
packet flow of its MTC devices as well as to the flow received

from its predecessors. To force the generated flow to be
routed only within the constructed topology, constraint (25) is
employed. The constraints (26), (27) and (28) allow modeling
the end-to-end delay in the network. We denote by Ti the
maximum end-to-end delay of a node i ∈ S ∪ Y, and compute
Ti for each i ∈ S using constraint (26), where Ti should be
[λ ]
greater than or equals to Di,ji (the average sojourn time in
the buffer of the MTC device i) if node i selects node j as
successor. By introducing constraint (27), we ensure that the
maximum end-to-end delay Ti of a Hub i ∈ Y is greater
than the end-to-end delay of any MTC devices, that select i
as a successor, plus the time requiredfor ito forward the

ρi,k × Xi,k ).
received data to its successor (i.e.,
k∈η  (i)  ∈L

Similarly, constraint (28) ensures that the maximum end-toend delay of a Hub i ∈ Y is greater than its predecessors plus
the the time required for i to forward the received data to its
successor. Finally, constraint (29) ensures that the maximum
end-to-end delay in the network does not exceed a predefined
threshold ζD .
However the proposed optimization problem ((17)−(29)) is
not linear due to the constraints defined by (20) and (28).
In order to simplify the optimization problem, we convert it to
a linear integer programming by doing the following transformations on (20) and (28). Constraint (20) can be transformed
to linear constraint as follows: First, we add the following variables to the optimization problem: Ψj,i is a real number ∀i ∈
Y, ∀ ∈ L, j ∈ β  (i)∩Y. Each variable Ψj,i would replace the

expression Xj,i
× Ψj , which is not linear. Second, we update
(20) by the following constraints:

 
∀i ∈ Y : Ψi =
Yj,i × λj +
Ψj,i
(30)
∈L j∈η  (i)∩Y

j∈S

∀i ∈ Y, ∀ ∈ L, ∀j ∈ β (i) ∩ Y

: Ψj,i − Ψj ≤ (1 − Xj,i
)×M
(31)

∀i ∈ Y, ∀ ∈ L, ∀j ∈ β (i) ∩ Y

: Ψj − Ψj,i ≤ (1 − Xj,i
)×M
(32)



∀i ∈ Y, ∀ ∈ L, ∀j ∈ β (i) ∩ Y : Ψj,i ≤ Xj,i × M, (33)


where M is a big real number (M  ∞).

Constraint (30) is equivalent to the constraint (20); Xj,i
×Ψj

is substituted by Ψj,i . Meanwhile, constraints (31), (32) and

= 1. Otherwise, Ψj,i = 0.
(33) ensure that Ψj = Ψj,i if Xj,i

If Xj,i = 1, then two statements will hold: First, from (31)
and (32), we have Ψj = Ψj,i ; Second, from (33), we have

= 0, then
Ψj,i ≤ ∞, which is always true. Similarly, if Xj,i
we have from (31) and (32) Ψj and Ψj,i can take any values,
while (33) sets the value of Ψj,i to zero.
Likewise, constraint (28) will be transformed to linear
constraint as follows: we first add the following variables to

is a real number ∀i ∈ Y, ∀ ∈
the optimization problem: Tj,i


L, j ∈ β (i) ∩ Y. Each variable Tj,i
would replace the

expression Tj × Xj,i . Then, we update (28) by the following
constraints:
 


∀i ∈ Y, ∀ ∈ L, ∀j ∈ β  (i) ∩ Y : Tj,i
+
ρi,k
 ∈L k∈η  (i)

× Xi,k ≤ Ti .

(34)

∀i ∈ Y, ∀ ∈ L, ∀j ∈ β  (i) ∩ Y


: Tj,i
− Tj ≤ (1 − Xj,i
)×M

(35)

∀i ∈ Y, ∀ ∈ L, ∀j ∈ β (i) ∩ Y




: Tj − Tj,i
≤ (1 − Xj,i
)×M

∀i ∈ Y, ∀ ∈ L, ∀j ∈ β (i) ∩ Y :



Tj,i

≤


Xj,i

(36)
× M (37)

Constraint (34) is equivalent to the constraint (28); Tj ×


is replaced by Tj,i
. The constraints (35), (36) and (37)
Xj,i


= 1).
ensure that Tj = Tj,i if j is a predecessor of i (i.e, Xj,i


Otherwise, Tj,i = 0. If Xj,i = 1, then two statements would

hold: First, from (35) and (36), we have Tj = Tj,i
; Second,
from (37), we have Ti,j ≤ ∞, which is always true. At the

other hand, if Xj,i
= 0, then from (35) and (36). Tj and


Tj,i can take any values, while (37) sets the value of Tj,i
to
zero. Based on the aforementioned analysis, the optimization
problem would be transformed to the following linear program
 


ι × Zi +
Γi,j × Xi,j
)
(OP1) : min(
i∈Y

i∈Y ∈L j∈η  (i)

S.t, (18), (19), (30), (31), (32), (33), (21),
(22), (23), (24), (25), (26), (27), (29),
(34), (35), (36), (37).
(38)
B. D-MTC: Delay Aware Hubs Deployment for Connecting
MTC Devices
In this subsection, we provide a quick description of D-MTC
solution. Unlike C-MTC solution, D-MTC aims at increasing
the QoE and reduce the end-to-end delay in the network when
deploying the Hubs. Basically, the end-to-end delay will be
minimized, and by consequent the QoE increases, by selecting
a good link quality between MTC devices and their successors,
as well as the use of high quality links between different
Hubs. D-MTC seeks the optimal deployment of Hubs by
applying linear integer programming. More precisely, min-max
approach is employed to minimize the maximum end-to-end
delay in the network. D-MTC is formulated as follows
(OP2) : min max Ti

(39)

∀i∈Y∪A

S.t, (18), (19), (30), (31), (32), (33), (21),
(22), (23), (24), (25), (26), (27),
(34), (35), (36), (37), and

 

ι × Zi +
Γi,j × Xi,j
≤ ζC .
i∈Y

i∈Y ∈L j∈η  (i)

(40)
The main goal of the objective function (39) is to minimize the
end-to-end delay by minimizing the maximum data transfer of
each node. While the first constraints ((18)-(36)) are similar
to the ones presented in OP1, the constraint (40) ensures that
the cost for interconnecting S to A do not exceed a predefined
threshold ζC .
C. F-MTC: Fair Hubs Deployment for Efficient MTC
Applications
The F-MTC solution aims to find a fair trade-off between
the conflicting objectives, i.e., the cost and the end-to-end

Fig. 2.

NBS and KSBS solutions.

delay. A bargaining game would be used to find the fair
trade-off. From one point of view, the deployment of high
number of Hubs taking into account the shortest path between
every MTC device and the anchor node and the use of good
communication technologies will reduce the end-to-end delay.
However, from another point of view, it will increase the cost
for the users significantly. Whereas, the deployment of low
number of Hubs and the use of the cheapest communication
technologies will negatively impact the QoE and the end-toend delay. Therefore, in order to find a fiar trade off between
the cost and end-to-end delay, we have introduced the F-MTC
approach using the concept of bargaining game theory (a form
of the cooperative games) where both the cost and end-toend delay are considered as two players that would like to
barter goods. In what follows, we would like to introduce first,
the concept of the cooperative games, whereby we will present
two games, namely: the Nash Bargaining Model (NBS) and
the Kalai and Smorodinsky Bargaining (KSBS) Model which
is an enhanced form of the NBS model.
1) Cooperative Games: In cooperative games, the players are assumed to attain either most desirable point when
negotiation succeeds or disagreement point when negotiation
fails. We consider a two persons game who would like to
barter goods, each one of them wants to increase his benefits.
Let P the vector payoffs of these players. Formally, P =
{(u1 (x), u2 (x)), x = (x1 , x2 ) ∈ X}, where X is the set
of the two players’ strategies. u1 (x) and u2 (x) represent the
players utility functions respectively. In [15], Nash bargaining
model (NBS) is presented, which is a cooperative game with
non-transferable utility. This means that the utility scales
of the players are measured in non-comparable units. Nash
bargaining game is based on two elements assumed to be
given and known to the players. First, the set of vector
payoffs P achieved by the players if they agree to cooperate.
P should be a convex and compact set. Second, the threat
point, d = (ud1 , ud2 ) ∈ P, which represents the pair of
utility whereby the two players fail to achieve an agreement.
In NBS, we aim to find a fair and reasonable point, (u∗1 , u∗2 ) =
f (P, ud1 , ud2 ) ∈ P. Based on Nash theory, a set of axioms are

defined that lead to f (P, ud1 , ud2 ) achieves a unique optimal
solution (u∗1 , u∗2 ) [15]. Moreover, the unique solution (u, v),
satisfying the above axioms, is proven to be the solution of
the following optimization problem:
max(u1 (x) − ud1 )(u2 (x) − ud2 )

(41)

s.t (u1 (x), u2 (x)) ∈ P
(u1 (x), u2 (x)) ≥ (ud1 , ud2 )

(42)
(43)

An enhanced solution of Nash bargaining game, named KSBS,
is proposed by Kalai and Smorodinsky [16]. KSBS aims to
enhance the fairness between the players more by sharing the
same utility fraction r among them. KSBS preserves the same
Nash bargaining axioms except the independence of irrelevant
alternatives. In addition to that, it has a new axiom called
monotonicity. In contrast to the Nash bargaining game, KSBS,
in addition to the disagreement point d = (ud1 , ud2 ) ∈ P, needs
the ideal point for both players xb = (ub1 , ub1 )/xb ∈ P, which
is the best utility that both players can achieve separately
without bargaining. Kalai and Smorodinsky proof that the
unique solution that satisfies KSBS’s axioms is the solution
of the following optimization problem:
max r

(44)

s.t (u1 (x), u2 (x)) ∈ P
(45)
d
u1 (x) − u1
r=
(46)
ub1 − ud1
u2 (x) − ud2
r=
(47)
ub2 − ud2
Fig. 2 shows how KSBS game enhances NBS in terms of
fairness and Pareto-optimality. As shown in Fig. 2(a), NSB
aims to increase as much as possible the size of the orange
rectangle. However, this strategy may favor one player than
the other. As shown in Fig. 2(b), KSBS enhances the trade-off
between the two players by sharing the same utility fraction
u∗ − ud2
u∗ − ud1
= 2b
. In order to increase the benefit
r = 1b
d
u1 − u1
u2 − ud2
of each player, KSBS increases as much as possible the
fraction r.

2) F-MTC Description: We denote by d = (udC , udD ) and
b = (ubC , ubD ) the threat and best points of the KSBS game
that solves F-MTC. As we have mentioned earlier, ζC and
ζD denote the maximum threshold values of the cost and
end-to-end delay. In KSBS game, both players (C-MTC and
D-MTC) should bargain for increasing their benefits, which is
the opposite to their utility function defined by the optimization problems (OP1) and (OP2). In order to use KSBS game
to ensure a fair trade-off between the end-to-end delay and the
cost, as depicted in Fig. 2(b), we need to change the utility
function of both players to be a optimization problem. The
utility function of the first player C-MTC is updated using the
following optimization problem (OP3) as follows:

 

ι × Zi −
Γi,j × Xi,j
)
OP3 : max(ζC −
i∈Y ∈L j∈η  (i)

i∈Y

(22), (23), (24), (25), (26), (27), (29),
(34), (35), (36), (37).
(48)
Meanwhile, the utility function of the second player D-MTC
is updated using the following optimization problem (OP4) as
follows:
OP4 : max min (ζD − Ti )
∀i∈Y∪A

S.t, (18), (19), (30), (31), (32), (33), (21),
(22), (23), (24), (25), (26), (27), (34), (35),
(36), (37), (40)
(49)
In what follows, we will show how d and b would be

variables
computed. Let X˙ and X¨ the two matrices of Xi,j
obtained by resolving OP3 and OP4, respectively. Moreover,
let Ṫ and Ż two vectors obtained by resolving OP3, whereas
T̈ and Z̈ two vectors obtained by resolving OP4. Then,
d = (udC , udD ) and b = (ubC , ubD ) would computed as follows:

  

ι × Z̈i −
Γi,j × Ẍi,j
1) udC = ζC −
i∈Y
i∈Y ∈L j∈η  (i)

  

2) ubC = ζC −
ι × Żi −
Γi,j × X˙i,j
i∈Y

3)

4) ubD

= min (ζD − T˙i )
i∈Y∪A
= min (ζD − T¨i )

i∈Y ∈L j∈η  (i)

i∈Y∪A

The fair Pareto optimal solution F-MTC will be formulated as
follows:
max r
S.t, (18), (19), (30), (31), (32), (33), (21), (22),
(23), (24), (25), (26), (27), (29), (34), (35),
(36), (37), (40),
(50)
d
uC (x) − uC
r=
,
ubC − udC
uD (x) − udD
r=
, and
ubD − udD

 

uC (x) = ζC −
ι × Zi −
Γi,j × Xi,j
i∈Y

i∈Y ∈L j∈η  (i)

(51)
∀i ∈ Y ∪ A : uD (x) ≥ ζD − Ti

DF = ζD − uD (x).
CF = ζC − uC (x).

(52)

(53)
(54)

V. S IMULATION
In this section, we evaluate the proposed solutions
C-MTC, D-MTC and F-MTC. The three solutions have been
evaluated using python, extended package for graph theory
called Networkx and Gurobi Optimizer software. We have
compared the proposed solutions to two base-line approaches
that use weighting method. The two base-line approaches have
been formulated as follow:

ι × Zi
min α × ( max Ti ) + (1 − α) × (
i∈Y∪A

S.t, (18), (19), (30), (31), (32), (33), (21),

udD

Then, the maximum end-to-end delay DF and the cost CF
of F-MTC will be computed as follows:

+

 

i∈Y

Γi,j

×


Xi,j
)

i∈Y ∈L j∈η  (i)

S.t, (18), (19), (30), (31), (32), (33), (21), (22), (23),
(24), (25), (26), (27), (29), (34), (35), (36), (37), (40).
While we have fixed the value of α to 0.2 for the first
solution, named W-0.2, we have fixed the value of α to 0.8 for
the second solution named W-0.8. The different solutions are
evaluated in terms of the following metrics: i) End-to-end
delay, which is defined as the maximum time required for all
MTC devices to forward all their packets to the anchor nodes;
ii) The cost, which is defined as the prices of deployed Hubs
and used technologies for interconnecting MTC devices to the
Anchor nodes; iii) The execution time, which is defined as
the time needed to execute each solution. For each solution we
measure the difference between its finishing and staring time.
Before starting the execution of each solution, we obtained the
time of the system (t1 ) in seconds, then when the execution
of that solution is finished, we again obtained the time of
the system (t2 ). Then, we measure the execution time as the
subtraction of the starting time from the finishing time (t2 −t1 ).
In the simulation results, each plotted point represents the
average of 100 executions. The plots are presented with 95%
confidence interval. The evaluation of different algorithms
is performed by varying: i) The number of MTC devices,
and ii) The number of Hubs’ positions. In the evaluation
of different protocols, the receiver’s sensitivity γth has been
fixed to 10−9.4 . We conducted three set of experiments.
Firstly, we vary the number of MTC devices |S| while fixing
the number of Hub’s candidate positions |Y| to 50 and the
receiver’s sensitivity γth to 10−9.4 . Secondly, we vary the
number of Hub’s candidate positions |Y| while fixing
the number of MTC devices |S| to 80 and the receiver’s
sensitivity γth to 10−9.4 . Finally, we vary the receiver’s
sensitivity γth while fixing the number of MTC devices |S| to
80 and the number of Hub’s candidate positions |Y| to 50.
In the simulation, S, Y and A are uniformly placed in
a square area of length D = 5Km2 . The communication
range of Y is related to the technology  ∈ L. Formally,
a Hub’s candidate potion i is a neighbor to another Hub’s candidate potion j using technology  iff the Euclidean distance

Fig. 3.

Performance of the proposed solutions as a function of number of MTC devices.

between the two nodes doesn’t exceed technology range. For
interconnecting the Hubs, two sets of technologies have been
considered: i) Wired based on fiber optic technology including
Optical-Ethernet1, Optical-Ethernet2, Optical-Ethernet3 and
GPON; ii) wireless based on Microwave (MW) and most
recent IEEE 802.11 including MW Standard 6-42GHz,
MW V-band, MW E-band, 802.11n and 802.11ac. Accurate
measurements of different technologies have been used in the
simulation including the band-width capacity, the end-to-end
delay, the communication range and the cost.
Fig. 3 illustrates the performance of different solutions as a
function of number of MTC devices |S|. The first observation
we can draw from this figure is that the increase in the number
of MTC devices has a negative impact on the end-to-end
delay, the cost and the execution time. The higher number
of MTC devices is, the more probability for MTC devices get
attach to faraway anchor nodes, and then the higher end-toend delay gets. Moreover, the increase in the number of MTC
devices will increase the number of Hubs should be deployed
and the communication technologies should be used, which
affect the cost. Fig. 3(a) shows that D-MTC exhibits C-MTC
and F-MTC in terms of end-to-end delay. We observe also
that both base-line approaches W-0.2 and W-0.8 have similar
performances as C-MTC in terms of the end-to-end delay. This
can be explained as follows: Based on the observation that the

objective cost dominates the end-to-end delay objective; The
objective cost has higher values than the end-to-end delay.
Then, whatever the values of α is, the weighting method will
opt to minimize the cost that has a great impact on its objective
function.
Whereas, Fig. 3(b) depicts that C-MTC exhibits both
D-MTC and F-MTC in terms of cost. This is due to the fact
that the key objective of D-MTC and C-MTC are the minimization of the end-to-end delay and the cost, respectively.
Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) illustrate the fair trade-off achieved by
F-MTC between the two conflicting objectives, i.e, the cost
and end-to-end delay. From these figures, we observe that
F-MTC always finds an optimal trade-off between the endto-end delay and the cost. From Fig. 3(a), we observe that
F-MTC performs similarly to D-MTC in terms of end-toend delay. Moreover, in the most of time, F-MTC has the
same performances like D-MTC in terms of end-to-end delay.
Fig. 3(b) depicts that F-MTC has similar performances as
C-MTC in terms of cost. This demonstrates that F-MTC
successfully achieves the key objective of its design. From
Fig. 3(b), W-0.2 and W-0.8 have similar performances as
C-MTC in terms of the cost. Thus, both solutions have better
performance in terms of costs than D-MTC and F-MTC.
Fig. 3(c) shows the execution time of different solutions.
From this figure, the execution time of different solution does

Fig. 4.

Performance of the proposed solutions as a function of number of Hub devices.

not exceed 300s, which is reasonable for a deployment that
should be used for a while. We observe also that W-0.2 and
W-0.8 require more execution time than C-MTC and D-MTC.
This is due to the fact that the number of constraints in F-MTC
exceeds that of both C-MTC and D-MTC. From this figure,
we observe also F-MTC requires more execution time than
C-MTC and D-MTC, which is a reasonable cost in comparing
to the gain achieved by F-MTC.
Fig. 4 shows the performances of different solutions as a
function of number of Hub’s candidate positions |Y|. The
main observation that we can draw from this figure is |Y|
does not have a great impact on the end-to-end delay and
the cost. The end-to-end delay is slightly enhanced when
the number of Y is increased. Clearly, the more number of
Y is, the more possibility to choose closer Hub nodes to
MTC devises becomes, and then the higher quality of links
between MTC and Hub nodes get. Meanwhile, the cost is not
much affected by |Y|. This is because the size of deployed
area is small, which makes the number of deployed Hubs and
used communication technologies remain the same regardless
of the number of Y. Fig. 4(a) shows that D-MTC and
F-MTC outperform C-MTC in term of end-to-end delay,
whereas Fig. 4(b) depicts that C-MTC and F-MTC outperform
D-MTC in terms of cost. From these figures, we observe that
both base-line approaches, W-0.2 and W-0.8, have similar
performances as C-MTC in terms of the cost. From these

figures, F-MTC performs similarly to D-MTC in terms of
data latency and similarly to C-MTC in terms of cost.
Fig. 4(c) shows the performances of different solutions in
terms of execution time. From this figure, the execution time
of different solutions does not exceed 1600s, which remains
reasonable cost for a deployment that should be used for a
while.
Based on the formulation of different optimization problem,
all the solutions have the same number of variables that are
defined as follows: i) |S| × |A| + |Y| × (1 + |S| + |L| × K)
binary variables; ii) |Y| × |L| × |K| integer variables; iii)
|Y| + |S| × (|Y| + |A|) real variables. Meanwhile, the number
of constraints in each solution are defined as follows: i) For
C-MTC solution, we have at most 1 + |S| × (2 + |A| +
|Y|) + 2|Y| × (3 + 4 × |L| × K) constrains, whereby K is
the maximum number of neighbors of any nodes using any
technologies; ii) For D-MTC, we have at most 2 + |S| ×
(1 + |A| + |Y|) + |Y| × (5 + 8 × |L| × K); iii) F-MTC
requires the parallel executions of both Algorithms C-MTC
and D-MTC. Moreover, F-MTC requires the execution of OP4
that has at most 5 + |S| × (2 + |A| + |Y|) + |Y| × (7 +
8 × |L| × K) constraints. From the optimization problems,
we can observe that Y has higher impact on the number of
constraints, in all the solutions, than S. For this reason, from
Figures 3(c) and 4(c), we observe that Y has a higher impact
than S on the execution time.

Fig. 5.

Performance of the proposed solutions as a function of receiver’s sensitivity.

Fig. 5 shows the impact of receiver’s sensitivity, on different
solutions, in terms of end-to-end delay, cost and execution
time. In this figure, we omit the performances of W-0.2 and
W-0.8 solutions as they have exactly the same performances
like C-MTC in terms of cost and end-to-end delay. The first
observation that we can draw from Fig. 5(a) is that an increase
in the receiver’s sensitivity will have a negative impact on endto-end delay. From (11) and (12), the outage probability has
a negative impact on end-to-end delay between MTC devices
and Hubs. The increase in receiver’s sensitivity will negatively
affect the outage probability that in turn affects the end-toend delay. Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) show that F-MTC and
D-MTC outperform C-MTC in terms of data latency, whereas
F-MTC and C-MTC have better performances than D-MTC
in terms of cost. Fig. 5(b) shows that the receiver’s sensitivity
has a negative impact on D-MTC in terms of cost. This can be
explained as follows: When the receiver’s sensitivity becomes
higher, D-MTC will attach MTC devices to the closest Hubs
which do not affect the end-to-end delay. This will increase the
number of Hubs deployed and then affect the cost negatively.
In contrast to D-MTC, F-MTC, beside the end-to-end delay,
takes into account the cost. The achieved results demonstrate
the efficiency of F-MTC in achieving the key objective of its
design. Fig. 5(c) shows the performances of different solutions
in terms of execution time. From this figure, the execution

time of different solutions does not exceed 242s, which is
reasonable. We observe also that receiver’s sensitivity does not
have any impact on the execution time. This can be explained
as follows: the receiver’s sensitivity does not affect the number
of variables and constraints in all the solutions.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Enabling mIoT and MTC applications is one of the main
objectives of 5G network. This kind of applications is characterized by an important amount of up-link traffic that will
create a high overhead on EPS. To deal with this problem,
small cells technology has been proposed, where each small
cell is responsible for a small number of MTC devices.
In this paper, we suggested three solutions for deploying and
interconnecting small cells by taking into account wireless
communication condition and network features, such as traffic
and communication bandwidth. While the first solution, named
C-MTC, reduces the cost when deploying and interconnecting
small cells, the second one, named D-MTC, reduces as much
as possible the end-to-end delay when deploying and interconnecting small cells. The last solution, named F-MTC, uses
bargaining game to ensure a fair trade-off between the cost
and the end-to-end delay for deploying and interconnecting
small cells. The simulation results have proven the efficiency
of each solution in achieving its key design objectives.
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In this appendix, we derive the proof for the outage probability between two nodes u and v in the network. By definition,
the link u − v is in outage if SINRu,v falls below a threshold
level γth [10]. This event occurs with a probability Pu,v .
In order to determine an expression for the outage probability
Pu,v , we need first to compute the CDF of SINRu,v . First,
we recall that the expression of the SINR is given by
γu,v
SINRu,v =
.
(A.1)
t=u,v
1 + t∈N γt,v
The random variable γu,v which represents the SNR of the
desired signal and accounts for both the shadowing and the
fast fading have the following PDF
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where ι (l, j) is the set of L-tuples such that

 ι(l,j) =
L
(q1 , . . . , qL ) : qk ∈ N, ql = 0, k=1 qk = m − j ,
with
N the set of nonnegative integers. For the case where m = 1,
which corresponds to Rayleigh fading channel, we obtain the
following expression
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Using the identity
1
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Yl,v can be obtained as
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where Φl = l,vm il . Using the fractional decomposition
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The moment generating function (MGF) can be determined as
 ∞
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where Γ(·, ·) is the lower incomplete Gamma function.
Next, our aim is to derive the PDF of the denominator
in (A.1). Without loss of generality, we assume that the number
of interferers for a given node v is equal to L. For ease of
notation, we denote by Yl,v = γt,v , thus, the interference term
L
t=u,v
can be written as t∈N γt,v = l=1 Yl,v = Y . The PDF of
Yl,v can be deduced from (8) as
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The CDF of γu,v can be deduced from its PDF as
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where L−1 (·) stands for the Inverse Laplace transform. Thus,
we can write
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It follows that the PDF of Y can be obtained as
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Finally, we obtain an analytical expression for the outage
probability Pu,v as
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Let Y = Y + 1 then the PDF of Y can be determined as
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γu,v
The SINR in (A.1) can be rewritten as SINRu,v =
. The
Y
outage probability Pu,v can be evaluated as
Pu,v = P (SINRu,v ≤ γth ) = P

γ

u,v

Y
= EY  [P (γu,v ≤ γth y|Y = y)]
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In (A.15), the notation EY  (·) stands for the expectation operation with respect to the random variable Y . Unfortunately,
the integral in (A.15) cannot be evaluated in closed form. In the
following, we use the Laguerre method to evaluate this integral
numerically. For the integral having the form
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For the case where m = 1:
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where θp (p = 1, . . . , P ) are the zeros of the P th-order
Laguerre polynomial and λp are weight factors tabulated in
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